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Abstract

This review discusses some of our recent studies on rat basophilic leukaemia (RBL) cells, a model cell line for mast cell
function. Our interest in these cells is a consequence of the role played by mast cells in the allergic response. Thus far we
have described the identification of several spots, and their pI /M co-ordinates. Here we describe how we can furtherr

decipher the mast cell proteome using a variety of staining/ immuno-blotting procedures. We demonstrate the sensitivity of
staining procedures and immuno-blotting using an anti-phosphotyrosine antibody. Our aim is to contribute to the
ever-expanding two-dimensional gel and phosphoprotein databases currently available.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction cell functions, such as cell proliferation, differentia-
tion and cell responses to external stimuli. A

In any given organism, gene expression is reg- proteomics based approach to investigating cell
ulated in a cell specific fashion and controls diverse function focuses on the identification of key proteins

characteristic of a given cell’s phenotype, in par-
ticular those proteins, which control and exhibit*Corresponding author. Fax: 144-114-2728-697.

E-mail address: k.carroll@sheffield.ac.uk (K.M. Carroll). responses to defined environmental stimuli. The
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protein composition or proteome of a particular cell / electric point (pI) and second-dimensional resolution
tissue is never static but reflects an adaptation to on polyacrylamide gels (PAGE) a function of molec-
signals, which induce or repress specific genes. ular mass (M ), should generate a protein map of ther

Functional proteomics is the determination of the entire cell protein. The characterisation of individual
role of an individual protein or group of proteins protein ‘‘spots’’ by highly sensitive MS analytical
linked in some way, as in a signalling pathway or by techniques has opened up the possibility of identify-
a common post-translational activation / inhibition ing all proteins expressed by a particular organism or
mechanism, within the context of the entire cell cell type.
proteome. Proteomics therefore assesses alterations Protein resolution of complex mixtures, usually
in protein expression and post-translational modi- from whole cell extracts, is the starting point of
fications associated with developmental and disease proteomics. Most laboratories use the 2-DE–PAGE
states, as well as those occurring in response to procedure, which emerged from pioneering studies in
environmental stimuli. A major step forward in the last century. The co-ordinates of M /pI for eachr

proteomics has been the application of mass spec- peptide in the two-dimensional (2-D) map provide
trometry (MS) that provides a rapid and sensitive an initial characterisation, with definitive identifica-
means of protein characterisation. A proteomics tion achieved by subsequent recovery of protein from
based approach, analysing protein function within the gel and identification by MS.
the context of the entire cell proteome (a holistic Various 2-D procedures have been applied to the
approach), can address questions concerning the role resolution of proteins in complex mixtures in which
of individual proteins or a group/cassette of func- resolution of proteins in each dimension is a function
tionally related proteins, their differential expression of one particular characteristic (surface charge, size,
in health and disease states, responses to external and hydrophobicity). Compared with techniques
stimuli or functions of protein isoforms arising from such as high-performance liquid chromatography
genetic polymorphisms. This opens up new possi- (HPLC) and capillary electrophoresis (CE) alone or
bilities for the discovery of novel targets for thera- in tandem, with their requirement for sophisticated
peutic interventions, within a wider context than equipment to achieve optimum resolution, 2-DE–
previously possible. With the availability of genomic PAGE is a relatively straightforward procedure.
DNA sequences from databases that emerged as a Advantages of this approach are that the equipment
result of the genome project, the combination of is relatively simple, and in essence an extension of
proteomics and genomics facilitates the rapid identi- the one dimensional (1-D) PAGE separation of
fication of encoded and expressed proteins from polypeptides and for which standard equipment is
many organisms, changes in expression levels and commercially available, although 2-DE offers much
provides a context of function within the entire enhanced resolution. Improved reproducibility in the
proteome. first dimension has been achieved through the de-

This review presents some of our recent work velopment of immobilised pH gradients with am-
using a proteomics based approach to analyse protein pholytes covalently attached to matrix supports (IPG
expression in cells of mast cell lineage, employing gels), which are now commercially available. There
two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) methodology has also been the development of several highly
for protein resolution followed by staining of pro- sensitive stains for the detection of proteins over a
teins using a variety of techniques. wide dynamic range, covering nano-, pico- and

femtomolar amounts of protein, appropriate for N-
terminal sequencing and MS analysis. 2-DE is

2. Protein maps created by two-dimensional compatible with analytical and semi-preparative pro-
electrophoresis cedures, and wide variations in sample size from 50

to 500 mg protein or higher can be applied, with
The resolution of complex mixtures of proteins usually only a slight reduction in resolution at high

such as whole cell extracts by a combination of 2-DE sample loads.
with first-dimensional resolution a function of iso- Successful generation of reproducible 2-D maps
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requires a certain degree of manual dexterity. Repro- line has resulted in genetic variants where the
ducibility is essential. It can be affected by a number secretory potential has changed [4,5]. Our studies
of factors, including sample preparation (the ex- thus far have concentrated on RBL cells lines
traction of strongly hydrophobic proteins may be selected on the basis of high- and low-secreting
incomplete), unintentional variations in the precise phenotypes. It has to be recognised that a trans-
protocol, the composition and storage /ageing of formed cell line is likely to have major differences in
protein solubilisation buffers and gels, purity of signalling pathways compared with primary mast
reagents, cleanliness of equipment, stability of high cells. Nevertheless, aspects of mast cell function can
voltage in first dimension. be examined using RBL cells, and the same ap-

Currently, there are three main systems commer- proach can subsequently be used for the construction
cially available that have been developed for routine of protein maps and analyses of protein function in
two-dimensional electrophoresis, which rely on im- primary human mast cells and basophils.
mobilised pH gradients. These three systems are The interest in mast cell and basophil biochemis-
Multiphor II, IPGPhor (Amersham Pharmacia try /physiology is a direct consequence of the central
Biotech), and the Protean IEF. All three have been role of these cells in the allergic response [2]. These
shown to give a high degree of quantitative repro- cells express high affinity receptors (FceRI) for
ducibility in one independent test [1]. The system immunoglobulin (Ig)E and following activation of
used in our laboratory utilises the Multiphor II for IgE receptor linked pathways, secrete powerful phar-
first dimension IEF and Bio-Rad Protean IIxi for macologically active mediators [2]. The conse-
second dimension. quences of IgE-mediated degranulation are best

known for their pathological role in allergic disease
and asthma, although there is clear evidence for their

3. Rat basophilic leukaemic (RBL) cells as a involvement in important host defence mechanisms
model of mast cell function against some parasite and bacterial infections [6,7].

Rapid responses to an FceRI-mediated stimulus
Techniques have been described for the generation occur within 60 s. During this period, reversible

of human mast cells from pluripotent progenitor cells changes in protein phosphorylation and lipidation,
[2]. However their limited availability, and also that affecting several proteins have been demonstrated
of primary mast cells obtained from human tissue, is [8]. Subsequent downstream signalling activates
a serious limitation to their routine use. The fact that partially characterised diverse pathways which link
primary mast cells cannot be maintained in culture the receptor-mediated stimulus to the rapid release of
for extended periods, together with the expense preformed inflammatory mediators stored in granules
associated with the purification of human mast cells including histamine and leukotrienes, and the in-
and basophils, is a potential difficulty. The absence creased synthesis and release of de novo synthesised
of a suitable functional human mast cell line—the mediators, including important immune modulatory
HMC-1 line only responds poorly when stimulated molecules, such as pro-allergenic cytokines and
through FceRI [3]—make the rat basophilic chemokines. The induction of these proteins has
leukaemia cell line, RBL-2H3, an attractive model been reported to occur within 1–3 h after cell
system to study the consequences of FceR1-mediated activation [9,10].
cell activation and concurrent changes in protein Over the past decade changes in gene expression
expression /modification. This cell line arose as a in IgE activated mast cell lines have been pursued in
result of chemical induction of basophilic leukaemia many laboratories by a variety of methods, including
in rats and following the transplantation of the Northern blotting [11], subtraction libraries [12],
basophil tumour a variant termed RBL-2H3, which reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-
has an immature mast cell-like phenotype, was PCR) [13], and SAGE (serial analysis of gene
cloned, which responded with high levels of medi- expression) [14]. The identification of a small num-
ator release following IgE-mediated receptor cross- ber (,1%) of differentially expressed genes, usually
linking. Widespread use and subcloning of this cell assessed 3 h after activation, has been observed [14].
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Quantitative analysis of the levels of transcription of specific protein–protein interaction as potential
differentially expressed genes has however proven targets for therapeutic intervention.
difficult [14]. Covalent modifications of existing proteins includ-

ing serine, threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation
and dephosphorylation [5,8], nucleotide binding [16],

4. Functional proteomics applied to RBL cell and lipidation [8], are known to occur in RBL and
activation mast cells. They are of critical importance both in

the early stages of FceRI activation, leading to the
Our long-term aims in adopting a functional recruitment of cytoplasmic protein kinases to the

proteomics approach to analysing cellular responses receptor (phosphorylation, lipidation) through to the
to cell activation and degranulation via IgE-mediated terminal stages of exocytosis, which involves mono-
and IgE-independent pathways are to identify meric G-proteins of the Ras related Rab3 family
unique, cell-specific proteins regulating mast cell controlling fusion of secretory granules with the
responses, in particular those controlling the early plasma membrane [16]. In mast cells, the interplay of
and late stages leading to mediator secretion. This these components governs the temporal sequence of
includes events involving specific receptors, e.g., events and biochemical /physical interactions of pro-
FceRI-mediated degranulation, activation via the c- teins operating in downstream signalling connecting
kit receptor or, e.g., mast cell responses to mediators receptor aggregation to degranulation and to activa-
released from other effector cells of the immune tion of mast cell gene expression.
system like eosinophils and platelets during the late There have been few studies investigating the mast
phases of allergic responses [15]. Furthermore, we cell and RBL cell proteome. Kouretas et al., more
and others have shown that proteases, phospholip- than a decade ago, compared primary rat peritoneal
ases and lectins associated with sources of environ- mast cells and RBLs [17]. The 2-D gel patterns were
mental allergens can activate cells of mast cell / reported to be highly reproducible and over a pH
basophilic lineage in the absence of sensitisation range of 3.5–8.5 some 200 ‘‘spots’’ were detected by
with allergens specific IgE [9,10]. As drug therapies silver staining. Fewer ‘‘spots’’ were detected in cells

35become increasingly targeted to cell specific proteins labelled with [ S]cysteine. As observed in many
and processes, a functional proteomics approach can studies, basic proteins were largely undetected or
therefore be expected to provide an overall view of unresolved. These results were obtained with RBLs,
mast cell /basophil responses to diverse receptor- which had been removed from tissue culture dishes
mediated and environmental stimuli. Its goal is to by trypsin, which is now known to induce mast cell
identify key polypeptides controlling different stages degranulation by an unidentified mechanism [10].
of the cell’s response to allergens. Also a carrier ampholyte system/ tube gel was used,

A proteomics based approach should provide now superseded by the development of IPG gels.
information on unique ligand/ receptor mediated and As described in an earlier publication [18], our
cell-specific signalling pathways. It should identify starting point in using 2-D PAGE analysis to map the
common elements in pathways controlling, e.g., RBL cell proteome required the construction of an

21Ca influx and mobilisation, protein lipidation and average 2-D map, which required reproducible pro-
phosphorylation status through activation of protein tein maps of whole cell extracts, with defined
kinases and phosphatases, since many diverse stimuli landmark proteins. It became apparent that the
affecting cells of mast cell /basophil lineage culmi- combination of restricted sample capacity and de-
nate in regulated exocytosis and activation of gene tection limits inherent in spot visualisation proce-
transcription [10]. We may obtain answers to ques- dures could prohibit the detection of both low
tions regarding the balance between different path- abundance proteins and hydrophobic proteins [19].
ways, the strength of signal required for activation We therefore investigated the sensitivity of different
and its duration, all of which are known to affect cell staining procedures, which is important when rela-
responses. Mast cell specific targets may become tively small amounts of protein are available for
apparent and open up the possibility of investigating analysis. The quantitation and reproducibility of the
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number of polypeptide spots which could be detected sis. A modified silver staining method described by
in 2-D gels and whose M /pI index could be Shevshenko et al. [20], using silver nitrate andr

confirmed by reproducible patterns of peptide spots thiosulfate rather than glutaraldehyde as enhancer
was of high priority. Results shown in Table 1 (Fig. 2) that is compatible with subsequent MS
compare the number of peptide spots detected in analysis, has been reported to have reduced sensitivi-
extracts of RBL-2H3.1 cells using different protein ty (in our hands similar detection limits to colloidal
staining procedures and subsequent image capture by Coomassie Blue, Fig. 3). We found a higher sen-
CCD (FluorChem 8800; Alpha Innotech, San Lean- sitivity with Sypro Ruby stain (Fig. 4), and both
dro, CA, USA) and analysis using 2-D image colloidal Coomassie Blue and Sypro Ruby stains
analysis software (Phoretix 2D Advanced; Non- gave good reproducibility and evenness of staining.
Linear Dynamics, Newcastle, UK). Previously, we Both stains are easy to use, and more importantly,
obtained seemingly adequate 2-D protein arrays for the visualisation procedures are compatible with
proteome analysis for RBL cells by applying a subsequent MS analysis. These findings are summa-
sample load of up to 500 mg protein solubilised from rised in Table 1. We are currently investigating the

6 710 –10 cells, i.e., whole cell extracts [18]. A possibility of using Sypro Ruby visualisation of
glutaraldehyde–ammoniacal silver staining protocol proteins transferred to poly(vinylidene fluoride)
routinely used in our laboratory has proven sensitive; (PVDF)/nitrocellulose, in conjunction with immuno-
more than 1000 protein spots can be detected (Fig. detection. These comparisons illustrate that the
1). When development is allowed to continue until choice of protein stain is governed by the additional
low abundance proteins appear in the gel, it becomes information sought after spot visualisation. Increas-
clear that this visualisation procedure is the most ing the amount of protein on the gel may overcome
sensitive. For high abundance proteins, the gel problems associated with low sensitivity, but for
appears to be overloaded, but the image capture protein extracted from whole cells, DNA in the
system has a fourfold linear dynamic range, which sample causes increased viscosity. This can be
enables quantitation of both low and high abundance overcome by prior treatment with DNAase or by
proteins. The drawback of this protocol is that it is sample sonication followed by trichloroacetic acid
not compatible with subsequent DE-MALDI analy- (TCA) precipitation and resolubilisation in sample

buffer [18].
An important consideration is the reproducibility

of stained gels, which can be affected by a numberTable 1
Quantitation of ‘‘spots’’ detected with Phoretix 2D Advanced of factors in first and second dimension resolution
software such as sample preparation, storage, age of buffers
Staining procedure Number of spots detected and gels, variable running conditions during electro-

phoresis. Repetitive 2-DE analysis is required toAmmoniacal silver 1172
ascertain reproducibility, as demonstrated here bySypro Ruby 669

Colloidal Coomassie 377 comparing patterns of peptide ‘‘spots’’ in gels sub-
Shevshenko modified silver 371 jected to identical or different staining procedures.
Immunodetection anti-P|Y antibody 134 All staining methods detect high abundance poly-

The table shows the number of spots obtained on 2-D gels peptides. Some of these ‘‘spots’’ were also detected
(Figs. 1–5) visualised with different staining /blotting procedures with an antibody to a protein tyrosine motif (TAM)
as indicated, from cells prepared for a typical 2-DE experiment.

shown in Fig. 5. Surprisingly, the expression levelsCells were cultured and harvested, and divided such that 3.53
6 of several TAM containing proteins is below the10 cells were applied to each IEF strip. Following the second

dimension run, the resulting gels were scanned and analysed using detection limit for silver staining. The sensitivity of
2D Advanced software (Phoretix, Non-Linear Dynamics, Newcas- this method therefore holds considerable promise for
tle, UK). We have described the identification of proteins from the identification of phosphorylated proteins in rest-
Coomassie stained 2-D gels in a previous report [18]. We have yet

ing and activated mast cells, and the temporalto confirm the identity of the spots from the above gels (Figs.
changes in the overall patterns can be expected to1–5). For details of protein separation and staining see legends to

Figs 1–5. provide important information regarding the activa-
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Fig. 1. Comparison of protein staining procedures for the detection of whole cell proteins from RBL cells on 2-D gels. The figure represents
a peptide map obtained for the high-secreting RBL-2H3.1 variant obtained using ammoniacal silver with glutaraldehyde fixation. Cells were

6cultured in DME media, harvested in cell dissociation solution and washed in PBS. Whole cells (|3.5?10 ) were lysed and protein
solubilised in an urea /CHAPS/DTT/ampholyte buffer before loading onto rehydrated IPG gels. The running conditions for electrophoresis
in the first and second dimensions have been described elsewhere [18]. For comparison, the same sample load was used for each staining
procedure.

tion of protein phosphatases and kinases in mast which includes chemiluminescence, phosphoimag-
cells. ing, auto- and fluorography in the case of covalently

Quantitative analysis of ‘‘spots’’ of interest rela- modified or radiolabelled proteins [23], there is a real
tive to actin or other house keeping proteins suggests concern that large and hydrophobic proteins may not
that ‘‘spot’’ intensity is linear with respect to protein be extracted into the most commonly used urea /
concentration (10 fmol–1 pmol), although this detergent buffers compatible with first dimension
awaits verification by other methods such as ICAT IPG gels [19]. To address this problem, it is im-
[21]. However, a major and largely unresolved portant to examine the effect of different buffer
problem concerning 2-D gel analysis is that not all systems on the representation of proteins in 2-D
proteins will be represented in the protein map [22]. maps, to be certain of including membrane proteins
Although proteins expressed at very low abundance in the analysis.
(,10 fmol) can be detected using image capture If required, higher resolution 2-D maps can be
CCD cameras and sensitive staining procedure, obtained using narrow pH range IPG gels in the first
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Fig. 2. Comparison of protein staining procedures for the detection of whole cell proteins from RBL cells on 2-D gels. The figure represents
a peptide map obtained for the high-secreting RBL-2H3.1 variant obtained using modified silver staining with thiosulfate enhancement.

6Cells were cultured in DME media, harvested in cell dissociation solution and washed in PBS. Whole cells (|3.5?10 ) were lysed and
protein solubilised in an urea /CHAPS/DTT/ampholyte buffer before loading onto rehydrated IPG gels. The running conditions for
electrophoresis in the first and second dimensions have been described elsewhere [18]. For comparison, the same sample load was used for
each staining procedure.

dimension (we have compared pH 4–7 and 3–10 of the RBL cell line [5,18]. Spots were excised from
gradients) and second dimension gradient gels (8– high protein load (500 mg protein extracted from

720% acrylamide compared with 12%). Another .10 cells, post-nuclear fraction following sonica-
problem, which arose in our hands, is that of drying tion /TCA precipitation) visualised on Coomassie-
large format gels for autoradiography particularly stained gels and their electrophoretic index deter-
with gradient gels, because of severe cracking upon mined [18]. Proteins were reduced, alkylated,
drying. One possibility could be the transfer of trypsin-digested, and the resulting peptides extracted
proteins to PVDF membrane, and then using a and applied to a stainless steel target [24]. MALDI
variety of analytical procedures applied to proteins mass spectra were obtained using a TofSpec SE
bound to the membrane, including endopeptidase instrument, and the ‘‘peptide mass maps’’ used to
cleavage followed by fragment extraction prior to search a non-redundant database [25,26].
processing for MS. In the first instance, 20 randomly selected dif-

We have previously described the identification by ferentially expressed ‘‘spots’’ were identified [18].
DE-MALDI-MS of several protein spots, differen- Briefly, in the high secreting variant, the increased
tially expressed in high- and low-secreting variants expression of several identified proteins appeared to
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Fig. 3. Comparison of protein staining procedures for the detection of whole cell proteins from RBL cells on 2-D gels. The figure represents
a peptide map obtained for the high-secreting RBL-2H3.1 variant obtained using colloidal Coomassie. Cells were cultured in DME media,

6harvested in cell dissociation solution and washed in PBS. Whole cells (|3.5?10 ) were lysed and protein solubilised in an urea /CHAPS/
DTT/ampholyte buffer before loading onto rehydrated IPG gels. The running conditions for electrophoresis in the first and second
dimensions have been described elsewhere [18]. For comparison, the same sample load was used for each staining procedure.

be related to the secretory cell phenotype, which has extent by low secreting cells. These studies sug-
an increased potential for protein synthesis and gested that the low-secreting cells do undergo some
secretion. In particular, protein disulfide isomerase, manner of preparation for exocytosis following
of which several isoforms have been described, stimulation. In various types of cells alterations in
elongation factor 2, and superoxide dismutase cell morphology/cytoskeletal rearrangement are me-
(SOD1) all show increased expression levels in the diated through a pathway involving the GTP binding
high- compared to the low-secreting variant. A protein Rac. The link between FceRI signalling and
phosphatidylethanolamine binding protein was also Rac is believed to operate through the guanine
identified in the high secreting variant. Expression of exchange factor Vav and the establishment of the
this protein is reported to be present in cell types phosphorylation status of Vav in the activated sec-
undergoing changes in cellular morphology. For retor variants may shed further light on a link
RBL cells, transmission and scanning electron mi- between the observed differences in protein expres-
crographs show alterations in cell morphology for sion, morphology and mediator release.
the high secreting variant with ruffling of the plasma With regard to house-keeping proteins, we found
membrane, a feature also displayed to a limited lower levels of alpha-enolase and phosphoglycerate
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Fig. 4. Comparison of protein staining procedures for the detection of whole cell proteins from RBL cells on 2-D gels. The figure represents
a peptide map obtained for the high-secreting RBL-2H3.1 variant obtained using Sypro Ruby fluorescence (negative image). Cells were

6cultured in DME media, harvested in cell dissociation solution and washed in PBS. Whole cells (|3.5?10 ) were lysed and protein
solubilised in an urea /CHAPS/DTT/ampholyte buffer before loading onto rehydrated IPG gels. The running conditions for electrophoresis
in the first and second dimensions have been described elsewhere [18]. For comparison, the same sample load was used for each staining
procedure.

mutase in the low secretor, reflecting differences in uncertain. Identification of other differentially ex-
energy provision, which may affect cell signalling pressed proteins in the RBL 2-D maps is ongoing,
via nucleotide phosphate provision (ATP, GTP). but the diversity of differentially expressed proteins
Other proteins with diverse functions also show already identified clearly illustrates the need to
differential expression and may influence secretory integrate information concerning the cellular function
phenotype. Prohibitin, which is over-expressed in the of these proteins into RBL and mast cells function.
low-secretor can exert inhibitory effects on raf / There is increasing evidence that the Rab3 family
MAPK effector pathways. Vimentin, a filament pro- of monomeric GTP binding proteins (which have
tein of the cell cytoskeleton, is present in low effector functions determined by GTP/GDP ex-
secretory RBL cells and has also been reported to be change) regulate exocytosis /degranulation by con-
expressed in precursor mast cells, but normally trolling recruitment and reorganisation of proteins
absent from differentiated cells. Transitional ATPase comprising the fusion complex formed between
(TER-ATPase) of the endoplasmic reticulum is granule and cell plasma membrane. Rab proteins
evident in the low secretors, though its function is from a variety of cell types have similar electro-
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Fig. 5. Detection of phosphotyrosine motifs in proteins in RBL-2H3.1 cells following 2-DE separation followed by Western blotting and
immunodetection. 2-DE was carried out as described in the legend to Fig. 1, followed by electro-transfer of proteins to nitrocellulose
membrane (30 V/16 h/4 8C). Immunodetection of phosphotyrosine proteins on membrane blots was carried out as follows: incubation in
blocking buffer (3% BSA in PBS for 2 h), exposure to primary antibody (anti-phosphotyrosine mAb clone 4G10, Upstate Biotechnology,
dilution 1/10 000 in blocking buffer, 1 h), washing in PBS/0.1% Tween (6?10 min); exposure to second antibody (rabbit anti-mouse
immunoglobulins horseradish peroxidase-conjugate, Sigma, dilution 1/5000 in blocking buffer, for 1 h), repeat washing and finally
visualisation of tyrosine phosphorylated proteins by ECL (enhanced chemiluminescence, Amersham Pharmacia).

phoretic co-ordinates, which could be a means of 5. Databases and 2-D maps
identification for these proteins [27]. Overlaying 2-D
gels with radioactive GTP and detecting bound Identification of tyrosine phosphorylated proteins
nucleotide by autoradiography revealed a number of from a variety of cell types including RBL cells will
GTP binding proteins in the 20–25 kDa and 4.5–7.5 contribute to the rapid expansion of the phosphopro-
pI range, characteristic of members of the Rab3 tein database (www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/phosphoDB).
family. Significant differences in the expression of However the current status is that while 2-D maps of
different isoforms of Rab3 proteins between high- phosphoproteins from different cell types have been
and low-secreting RBL cells were observed, con- produced, many of the resolved phosphoproteins are
firmed by quantitative RT-PCR, using non-degener- as yet unidentified. Defining M /pI indices for eachr

ate Rab3 primers. These studies indicated that Rab3a phosphoprotein in RBL cells by 2-DE will expedite a
is the major form expressed in the low-secreting preliminary characterisation, but peptide mass analy-
variant, with Rab3d the major form in the high- sis by MS is required for definitive identification
secreting variant [16]. Other databases rapidly being updated include
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Swiss 2-D PAGE (www.expasy.ch /cgi-bin /map), modifications [29]. However, in view of the novelty
currently containing various 2-D profiles of rat of this approach, the chemical modification assigned
tissues, e.g., liver, kidney, promyelocytic leukaemia on the basis of computational analysis will have to
cell etc, and some human tissues /cells e.g., plasma, be verified by chemical and biochemical analysis.
platelet, red blood cell, and the bacterium Es- The use of 2-D gel databases in the public domain,
cherichia coli peptide map data. With the develop- e.g., SWISS-PROT 2-D gel database, can assist our
ment of these databases it is now possible to obtain studies by providing early clues as to the identity of
predictions of protein identities based on M /pI proteins by comparison of M /pI co-ordinates. Sincer r

indices. While databases in their current form are there is evidence that homologous proteins from a
incomplete, species and cell specific comprehensive variety of cells and species have similar electro-
databases are envisaged, including The Human Pro- phoretic mobilities in 2-D arrays, databases like the
tein Index [28], although this may not be available Human Protein Index can be expected to expedite the
for several years. Since there is evidence that identification of proteins in different cell types,
homologous proteins from a variety of cell types subjected, for example, to different stimuli, or in
from the same or different species have similar mast cells and basophils from different species [2].
electrophoretic mobilities in 2-D arrays, M /pI data This is part of an ongoing worldwide effort tor

bases, which contain both actual and theoretic val- establish comprehensive databases with co-ordinates
ues, may ultimately enable the identification of for all proteins expressed in a cell and species-
peptides with some degree of certainty to be made specific manner. The phosphoprotein database gives
directly from 2-D proteome maps, including the overall patterns of changes in phosphorylation, al-
nature of post-translational modifications. though at the present time provides the identity of

only a limited all number of phosphoproteins.

6. Databases and software
7. Future perspectives

Recent advances in image analysis and ‘‘spot’’
picking tools for MS are supported by a variety of 7.1. Cell specific reference gels
software packages, including Tycho, Melanie III,
PDQuest and Phoretix 2D Advanced. The latter The generation of reproducible and reliable refer-
system is used in our laboratory and was developed ence gels is a pre-requisite for the subsequent study
by Non-Linear Dynamics, Newcastle, UK. The soft- of mast cells activated by different stimuli and/or
ware facilitates molecular mass calibration and spot following different time intervals. As mentioned
matching using overlay warping seeds. This pro- above, in addition to an IgE-receptor mediated
cedure assists the reproducible identification of dis- stimulus, exocytosis in cells of mast cell lineage
tinct ‘‘spots’’ and quantitative ‘‘spot’’ analysis; it occurs in response to a multitude of different signals
allows background subtraction and should expedite mediated by IgG, growth factors (e.g., c-kit ligand),
the development of average reference gels with Complement and chemokine receptors, exposure to
respect to the identification of ‘‘landmark spots’’ and eosinophil and platelet derived mediators, hydrolytic
the creation of gel difference maps. Another pro- enzymes including proteases and phospholipases,
gramme, Melanie III, compares M /pI protein in- and lectins [9,10]. Differential expression analysisr

dices and peptide mass fingerprinting from MS for has recently been developed and depends on modi-
mass differences between empirical and theoretical fied cyanine dyes, which allow the simultaneous
peptide masses. Some 29 different rules, which are running of cell proteomes obtained under three
derived from an extensive examination of post-trans- different conditions and are said to increase through-
lational modification documented in the SWISS- put and precision [23]. This is equivalent to perform-
PROT database, are applied to peptide mass differ- ing analyses on a single gel rather than single
ences corresponding to known post-translational analyses on multiple gels, with obvious advantages.
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7.2. Analysis of human mast cell proteomes proteome of mast cells may assist the design of drugs
targeted against the allergic response.

The production of a reference gel for a prototypic
model cell line like the RBL variants assists the
standardisation of methods for the study of primary 8. Nomenclature
human mast cells from different tissue locations
(lung, skin, peritoneal cavity, stem cell derived). 2-DE Two-dimensional electrophoresis
Established immuno-magnetic methods are applied DE-MALDI Delayed extraction matrix-assisted
in the isolation and purification of human lung mast laser desorption / ionisation
cells (HLMCs), and a one-step purification to 97% HLMC Human lung mast cell
homogeneity is possible following physical and ICAT Isotope-coded affinity tag
enzymatic dispersion of human lung tissue following PAGE Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
lung resection (P.T. Peachell and K. Carroll, un- RBL Rat basophilic leukaemia
published). Single preparations can yield in excess of SAGE Serial analysis of gene expression
10 million HLMCs. The degree of cell purity and SNP Single nucleotide polymorphism
cell number therefore make it possible to carry out a
number of investigations on primary resting and
ligand activated HLMCs with cells from a single Acknowledgements
individual. It is however likely, that comparison of
the proteome of HLMCs from different individuals This work was supported by grants from the
under identical conditions will give rise to subtle, but BBSRC and the National Asthma Campaign.
significant variations reflecting differences in the cell
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